
 Handout 8. Build Your Beliefs  

 

1.      DECIDE WHAT TO BELIEVE 
Decide what you need to believe to be who you want to be going forward. Write the thoughts down in full 
sentences. Test them - play it back. Does that thought make you feel what you need to feel? Will it support you 
in how you want to be, do and say? If yes, great. If not, tweak it. 
2. BUILD YOUR BRIDGES 
Are these thoughts believable? If yes, great, move on to the next exercise. If not, build some bridge beliefs, or 
steps. Test them, too. 
3. CHARGE YOUR TALISMAN 
Reread the light side of yellow on the yellow sheets from Module 3. Do some yellow color breathing, then charge 
your talisman with your new thoughts.  Make sure you repeat this at least daily for a week. 

4.  BUILD YOUR SUPPORT 
Go over the ideas for using Yellow and incorporate as many as you can: food and drink, clothing, flowers, 
spices, scents, crystals and stones, art, jewelry, mugs, glasses --all kinds of yellow things. 
5. MAKE COLORFUL ART 
Look through the color resource pages for other colors that will support your new beliefs.  Especially look 
through the Future State and Mantras or Beliefs to find colors that fit. You can also choose to include rose 
gold, from our color breathing in module 3.  Color a mandala or create another piece of art using all of the colors 
you choose - including yellow.  As you color or make the art, think the new thoughts, think about the new 
thoughts, look for evidence that they are true in your life. You are making this art into a talisman, too! 
6. KEEP YOUR JOURNAL 
Keep the journal going. Write down signs and evidence and thoughts and insights. Collect images, take photos. 
Examine and process your emotions - in writing. 
7. CHECK IN WITH YOURSELF 
Pick a day (or two) of the week. Set a calendar appointment to check in. Review your journal. How are you 
doing? If you've been using a bridge belief, are you ready to move up a notch? Do you need more support? Are 
you progressing or sliding back? Reread your new story. Remind yourself of your insights and why you are 
doing this.  Do an honest assessment of where you are…look for evidence that things have actually gotten 
better in your life, that your new story is becoming more and more embedded.  If you need to go back and listen 
to a module, do it!  


